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A Note From Rabbi Ringo
The Simmonds Family, Regina, SK

Canada on the birth of a baby boy!

The Laufer Family, Warwick, RI on

the engagement of their daughter!

The Wilhelm Family, Burlington,

VT on the birth of a baby girl!

The Lifshitz Family, Boise, ID on the

birth of a baby girl!

Rabbi Peretz Kazen, Baton Rouge,

LA on the birth of a baby girl!

Rabbi Menachem Feldman, Crown

Heights, NY, on the birth of a baby

girl! 

Rabbi Levi Itkin, Verdun, Canada on

the birth of a baby boy! 

The Gurkow Family, London, ON on

the engagement of their daughter!

 

Share Mazel Tov's at

osadmin@shluchim.org

Dear Parents sh',

We are well into our preparations for Yud

Shvat and especially this year with it being 70

years! BH the talmiddim continue to learn and

grow and the progress of the OS talmiddim is

wonderful. I have had the opportunity to visit

many classes who have made special

presentations either in honor of the upcoming

special Yud Shevat or general themes relating

to what they are currently learning in class.

The creativity on show is outstanding and it is

particularly rewarding to see how the Rabbeim

use these opportunities to ensure a deeper

grasp of the material being covered. As

always, I really welcome your feedback and

should you wish to reach out to me, please

feel free to do so. Wishing you much

chassidishe nachas!

Rabbi Yaacov Ringo

NEW! PArent resource page
This page features recommendations and contact information for

evaluators, speech instructors, Kriah experts, psychologists and

therapists,and well-known Mechanchim and Mashpiim. Recordings

from past parent events and other helpful links on a variety of

parenting, social-emotional and chinuch topics are also available

here. Additional resources and information will be added regularly.



  

Extra Curricular Update! 

ב"ה

Connection Point Raffle Winners! 

Gabi Pelman
Yossi Wilhelm 

Meir Shlomo Goldman
Meir Kaminetzky

Mendel Chanowitz
Yosef Yitzchok Labkowski

Shaya Bukiet
Mendel Yelin  

In honor of Hey Teves the Talmiddim had a farbrengen with

Shliach, Rabbi Hershel Raskin who was in 770 during the time of

the trial and Didan Notzach. He shared with us some of his

memories from then. In the spirit of learning the Rebbe's Torah

in honor of Yud Shvat - Shivim Shana, a special campaign was

launched where the Talmiddim learn each day a portion of a

Sicha that was said especially to children. Over the years of the

Rebbe's Nesius the Rebbe spent hundreds of hours farbrenging

and talking to children. Every week there is a quiz with raffles on

the materials learned during the week and with this learning the

excitement builds towards Yud Shvat!  



Chanukah Mivtzoyim 


